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Toreros 
by Gabriel Martinez 
Spor ts  Edi tor  
It sits out there like a bright, shining yet 
seemingly unattainable star: the NCAA 
playoffs. Yet the USD Men's Basketball 
team took a big step towards reaching that 
star last week when they earned a very 
important number. 
But what's in a number? The Toreros 
have been recording amazing stats all 
season. For instance: Their current 
record-breaking winning streak of 22 wins 
overall, USD's best achievement in Divi­
sion I; Coach Hank Egan named in the 
top five "unsung" coaches of the nation by 
NBC Sports; and a #1 ranking nationwide 
in defending against the field goal. 
However, last Thursday USD added 
another number to their portfolio after 
defeating Gonazga University 64-44, forc­
ing the second-place Bulldogs too far 
behind the Toreros to catch up in the re­
maining games. 
For the second time in their Division I 
career and the first since the '83-84 season, 
the Toreros are #1, the West Coast 
Athletic Conference champions. 
The road to the WCAC crown has been 
a colorful and exciting one for the Toreros, 
and one paved with the shining accomp­
lishments of both individual players and 
the team as a whole. The season has seen 
each player emerge as a talented player in 
his own right. Senior Steve Krallman con­
firms that he couldn't ask for a better 
graduating gift than the WCAC cham­
pionship. 
"Our team (in '83-84) was good, but 
we're better now," says Krallman. "A big 
part of it is that each of us seniors know 
that there's no tomorrow. Each game is 
crucial, so there's no holding back. This 
keeps us going and will help us in the 
tournament." 
The tournament. For the first time in 
WCAC history, the first place team 
doesn't receive an automatic bid to the 
NCAA playoffs. Instead, each of the 
eight teams in the conference plays in a 
TORERO HIGHLIGHTS 1987 
— Ranked number one in nation 
in defense against fieldgoals. 
— Continues with a twelve game 
winning streak. 
— Two players this season named 
WCAC Player of the Week. 
— Twenty-two wins so far in a 
season in USD's highest as a Divi­
sion I team. 
— Second division championship 




by Shirley McKevitt 
As I sit at my desk overlooking the 
valley soccer field where a La Crosse 
game is in progress, I can't help but 
think how much mobility and coor­
dination it takes to play this game. 
Not only La Crosse, but every game 
requires of its players the ability to 
move and to coordinate these 
movements to achieve a goal. Every 
move we make as a human being is to 
reach a goal. Even walking from class 
to class, we are using mobility and 
coordination to obtain the goal of 
reaching our destination. To put our 
hand out and pick up a pencil re­
quires the ability of movement and 
coordination. Can you imagine what 
it would Be like not to be able to have 
free Movement? Joseph Galup is such 
a being who does not have full com­
mand over his mobility. At the pre­
sent time, Joseph, at 23 months, is still 
in the process of perfecting his ability 
to creep on his hands and knees. 
Joesph was born with damage to the 
mid-brain. This does not affect his in­
telligence. In fact, Joseph is very aware 
of what takes place around him but 
he does not have the mobility to in­
vestigate or to indulge in the curious-
ity that many children his own age 
do. Joseph's brain injury affects his 
mobility and language. Joseph's 
parents, Steve and Judy Gallup and 
about 45 volunteers from the Linda 
Vista area, including students from 
USD and University High are work-* 
ing with Joseph to help him overcome 
his injury through a physical therapy 
program called "patterning." 
The Gallups were first introduced 
to this program through Glenn 
Doman's book, What To Do About 
Your Brain Injured Child and at the 
same time learned of Domah's 
Philadelphia-based Institute for the 
Achievement of Human Develop­
ment. They began a program for 
Joseph at home after reading the book. 
Within two weeks of this program, 
Joseph was crawling on his stomach 
and, within nine, had creeped nine 
feet on his hands and knees. In 
November of 1986, the Gallups went 
to Philadelphia where Joseph was 
evaluated and a program was 
established for him under the gui­
dance of the institute. 
Joseph's program includes 12 patter-
Continued on page 3 
WCAC Champions 
tournament, the winner of which receives 
the bid. This new policy has both pro­
moters and demoters on USD's team. 
"Obviously since we won it (the divi­
sion) this year, we don't like the idea of a 
tournament," says Krallman. "But it 
would have helped us in the past couple of 
years a great deal." 
"I think it's fair," agreed teammate 
Mark Manor. "The division winner 
should be the best team, and the best team 
should win the tournament." However, 
Torero Captain Scott Thompson says, 
basically: bull. 
"The tournament doesn't help 
anything," asserts Thompson. "It's a se­
cond chance for losers; it hurts us, in that 
we can dominate with a 12-game winning 
streak, have a bad tournament game and 
lose it all." Coach Hank Egan also leaves 
no doubt about his opinion on the 
subject. 
"The tournament is made to serve three 
purposes: one, to raise revenue; two, to 
possibly get a second team into the 
NCAA's; three, to gain exposure for the 
league. Well, it's not doing any of these 
things. So there's no reason for it. It's not 
fair." Whether they believe in it or not, do 
the Toreros feel ready for the tournament? 
"I feel we'll be extremely hard to 
beat—the only area I feel we can improve 
is in getting scoring from multiple players, 
instead of having one hot player on a 
given night," says Krallman. 
"I don't know what Steve's talking 
about," says Thompson of his friend. 
"He's kind of a dork. We've been coming 
together fine, with each player con­
tributing." One thing that all the Toreros 
agree 100 percent on, however, is that 
their chances of winning increase with fan 
support. "The fans are a great boost to the 
team," says Thompson. "What we really 
need Saturday is a full, full house." 
USD should not lack support if last 
week's celebration was any indication — 
the Toreros put on an inspiring show for 
2,500 ecstatic fans. How could anyone 
forget images of: Senior Eric Musselman 
hoisted up to the rim to ceremoniously cut 
the net, waving his arms to incite the 
crowd to a frenzy; the enthusiastic "ONE-
TWO-THREE!" count as Steve Krallman 
hurled Coach Egan into a swimming pool; 
and lastly a spirited search for assistant 
coach and Torero basketball alumnus Gus 
Magee, who showed that he has lost none 
of his agility as he successfully escaped the 
cold plunge (this time). 
Whatever happens in the upcoming 
games, the '86-87 Toreros have earned a 
place in the hearts of all their fans, and a 
measure of respect for the university as a 
contending basketball power. Thanks, 
Toreros, for a star of a season! 
Nils Madden shows good form while the Toreros clinch their division. Story 
on page twelve. Photo courtesy of S.D. Tribune. 
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Boards Not Timid With Student Press 
by Ivan Holmes 
Part IV 
Publications boards at eight of the 17 
universities in this study are involved 
either directly or indirectly in student 
newspaper censorship. 
The remaining newspapers did not have 
a publications board, their boards were in­
active or they functioned in purely fiscal 
capacities. 
The boards often hold tremendous 
power over the student press, as a couple 
of examples will indicate: 
Education Director 
Gets Recognition 
by Nancy Pikula 
Director of Education at USD, Dr. 
Robert Infantino, was awarded last week 
with one of the highest honors in the state 
for classroom excellence. 
The award, titled CATE, which stands 
for California Association of Teachers of 
English, is presented yearly to seven 
English teachers throughout the state. 
Nominees are taken from elementary, 
high school, and college levels. 
Infantino, who is also currently co-
director of the San Diego area writing pro­
ject as well as president of the Greater San 
Diego Council of Teachers of English, was 
honored at the 29th annual CATE con­
vention held February 13 at the Town & 
Country Hotel. U.S. Secretary of Educa­
tion, William J. Bennet, was also present 
at the convention to address the CATE 
recipients and guests. 
The inscription on Infantino's award 
reads, "He is a teacher who practices what 
he preaches. He motivates, challenges, 
and stimulates. He is an excellent listener 
and questioner who gets students to think 
about the content he is teaching." 
Infantino has been a professor of educa­
tion at USD for the past 11 years. Prior to 
this, he taught high school English and 
acted as supervisor of student teaching 
throughout various schools in New York. 
When asked how he felt about receiving 
the CATE award, Infantino stated," after 
23 years of teaching, it is nice to finally be 
the recipient of such an honor, but it is an 
even greater honor to acquire recognition 
from my peers of what I think I do best, 
and that is teach." 
He was also proud to mention that three 
out of six children, who have either 
graduated from or are attending USD, 
have chosen careers in English or Educa­
tion. 
His daughter, Debbie, is currently stu­
dent teaching at the elementary level, 
while daughter Karen works as a student 
tutor at the USD writing center. 
As for the last two Infantinos, one who 
is only eighteen months old, we'll have to 
wait and see if the Infantino teaching 
legacy will be continued. 
The VIST A  needs staff writers and photographers. 
No experience necessary. 
Call 260-4714 for more info! 
Tennessee at Chattanooga 
The publications manual at the Univer­
sity of Tennessee at Chattanooga outlines 
in detail board responsibilities which in­
clude selection and removal "for cause" of 
students editors from office; supervision 
authority over newspaper finances; ap­
pellate authority for staff suspensions or 
"other disciplinary actions taken by an 
editor;" imposition of sanctions for 
violating provisions of the manual. 
The board has exercised its authority to 
remove student staff members on various 
occasions. 
Nebraska at Lincoln 
The duties and functions of the publica­
tions board at the University of Nebraska 
are outlined in similar detail. That board 
also has exercised its authority to remove 
student staff members of the Daily 
Nebraskan. 
Illinois State 
The publications board at Illinois State 
University meets monthly to decide all the 
issues affecting the Daily Vidette except 
those of editorial nature. 
However, the language in the Vidette's 
constitution about publications board 
responsibilities is often so vague that the 
paper's adviser is revising the constitution. 
The constitution and bylaws state that 
the board is the paper's publisher and is 
charged with the general supervision of 
the staff, the paper, and its fiscal opera­
tions. 
The constitution says the board is 
responsible for the newspaper's "jour­
nalistic service to the University," is a 
review agent for serious grievances, acts as 
liaison with the president in the paper's 
general operations, and arbitrates dif­
ferences "where serious problems are in­
volved." 
Joseph 
Continued from page 1 
ning sessions a day at 5 minutes each. 
It is for these patterning sessions that 
the Gallups need more volunteers. 
The process involves three people, 
one on each side of Joseph and 
another to hold his head. The two pe-
ple on his sides move Joseph's arms 
and legs and the third turns his head 
in a normal crawling pattern. "This 
input tells his brain 'This is how it 
feels to crawl,'" explained Judy. 
Joseph is not the only one who learns 
from the institute. Steve commented 
that "the most important thing we 
learned is that neurological growth 
can be accelerated far beyond the nor­
mal rate. Unless Joseph's develop­
ment is accelerated, he will never 
catch up with his age group." 
I have been working with Joseph 
since October and I have seen how 
much he has progressed through this 
program and the devoted love of his 
parents. The Gallups work with 
Joseph non-stop from morning 'til 
night. Another part of Joseph's pro­
gram is that of distance. Every day he 
is required to creep a little farther 
than the day before. By March, when 
Joseph is to return to Philadelphia for 
another evaluation, he must be able 
to creep 800 meters per day. Con­
verted, that equals half-a-mile. This is 
a vast amount of progress for some-
Classifieds 
STEPHANIE ROTHSTEIN, 
you've been a great friend for four 
years, thanks for all the good times. 
Have a great 22nd birthday! — S. 
MR. SHOOTER: How many can 
play at that game? One? That's what I 
thought. Smile — GT. 
FURN. PVT. ROOM for rent, 
$250. Kitchen priv., clean, quiet, 
home, 10 min. Clairemont, share full 
bath, utilities pd., 277-4619 before 5. 
275-0802 after 5. 
FOR SALE: Spacious & sunny 2 br. 
Townhouse w/att. garage, near cam­
pus, quiet, private $93,000. Kathy 
272-2907. 
RESEARCH/WRITING ASSIS­
TANCE. All levels — all subjects. 
Foreign students welcome! 11322 
Idaho -206. 213-477-8226 (11-4 p.m.). 
NEWSPAPER delivery: morning 
adult car routes in L.J. Must be 
reliable. For details call Vince 
457-4456. 
TWO BEDROOM, 1 bath duplex, 
Ocean Beach $545/mo., stove, 
refrigerator, disposal, glass door, 
patio, carpet, drapes, wood ceiling, 
parking, near beach, no pets, adults 
276-3459. 
PART-TIME flexibility, full time 
wages. Energetic individual needed to 
market new product to retail 
establishments. Call 481-9483. 
DEB — any change in the condition? 
TO MICHAEL H. - "Some of the 
greatest sayings in the world were 
once mere mumblings." 
HERE'S TO THE Cardinal Puff for 
the best time last weekend. Once a 
lush, always a lush. Thanks you 
Burns. 
TO: ARIANO, low-life, alley-
slinker. FROM: Your impossible 
Sports Editor. SUBJECT: Your 
feeble-minded illusions of being in the 
same league as me, the Ice Tea 
Master. WHEN: Sat. after the BBall 
game. WHERE: Newport Annie's. 
WHAT: Long Island Ice Tea 
Challenge. No excuses. Be there or be 
banned from the ranks of manhood. 
HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY Mr. 
Bug. Plan on a raging weekend. 
SCHLICK — Thanks for making 
the retreat really special for everyone. 
Your enthusiasm and dedication are 
appreciated. B. O'B. 
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Center Offers Alternative To Aliens 
by Andy Bartlett 
The new Immigration Bill passed into 
law by the president on November 6, 1986 
is a long and difficult document. The Bill 
takes an entirely new approach to the 
legalization of undocumented workers. 
The San Diego Law Center, located here 
at USD, is busy coordinating local 
organizations in comprehending and 
abiding by this new, multi-faceted law. 
With the passing of the Immigration Bill 
comes many opportunities for those living 
and working in the United States illegally. 
Most of these workers are unable to 
understand the bill. For information and 
education purposes, KPBS has granted 
one hour of their three hour weekly pro­
gram heard throughout the U.S. to a 
series hosted by Professor Jorge Vargas, 
director of the Mexico-United States Law 
Institute located in the Law School here at 
USD. The program has been organized to 
disseminate information on the new law to 
workers, many of whom are in hiding and 
speak no English. "Up to 50 calls were 
taken during and after the first 
broadcast," said Vargas. 
Varga's radio program has so far outlined 
for workers details on what sorts of 
documents can be used to prove residency. 
If an individual can prove he or she has 
been working continuously in the U.S. 
since January 1, 1982 and hasn't been con­
victed of either one felony or three misde­
meanors, then that person is eligible to ob­
tain temporary residency here for a period 
of 18 months. After the initial 18 months, 
there will be a one year grace period to ap­
ply for permanent residency. The workers 
must remain employed and productive to 
the U.S. economy. They won't, however, 
be restricted to interstate travel; in other 
words, workers will be able to travel 
abroad for short periods of time. Professor 
Vargas strongly believes the program will 
be a success. Said Vargas, "What other 
nation would offer an opportunity to four-
to-six million people to work and gain 
legal temporary residency?" 
The San Diego Law Center, a joint pro­
ject of the San Diego County Bar Associa­
tion and the USD Law School, will pro­
vide services in response to the new Im­
migration Bill. "The Law Center was 
formed due to concern over the nature 
and quality of legal services available in 
the communuity," remarked Carol 
Hallstrom, Director of the Law Center. 
The center is an integral part of the San 
Diego Community Coalition to assist un­
documented workers. Unlike other area 
university programs, the Law Center 
doesn't center on scholarly research but 
on application of legal resources. 
Each organization involved in the 
Coalition has their own roles and agency 
programs. The Law Center offers these 
organizations the opportunity to unify 
and share information on the state of the 
law both here and in other areas in the na­
tion. No single agency has the capacity to 
provide all of the necessary services so 
there has been a "forum" approach to 
enable each agency to learn about the 
others and not duplicate their efforts, said 
Hallstrom. 
The Law Center also offers an alter­
native to the usual legal forces involved 
with undocumented workers. In the past, 
the Border Patrol and Immigration and 
Naturalization Service have presented 
problems and paranoias for un­
documented aliens. Said Halstrom, 
"Without participation of reputable non­
profit organizations, the risk of exploiting 
individuals is great." Many non-profit 
organizations are involved: Catholic 
Community Service, The Chicano 
Federation, the A.C.L.U., and the Jewish 
Community Relation Council to name a 
few. 
Individual volunteers are also necessary 
to ensure the fulfillment of the Coalition's 
purpose. Areas where volunteers are need­
ed include the development and directory 
of additional non-profit services, possibly 
as a part of internships, as well as 
translators, telephone operators for a hot 
line, workshop coordination and actual 
legal counselors and researchers. 
With the implementation of new Im­
migration Law, the San Diego Communi­
ty Coalition will be in need of coopera­
tion. All parties involved feel that the 
most important task now is to ensure the 
humanity of the new law and not let any 
bureaucratic procedures hamstring its 
duty. 
Joseph 
Continued from page 2 
one who, back in October, could 
barely crawl at all. 
Joseph's program involves a great 
deal of effort and expense. To help 
the Gallup family, a group of USD 
students are holding a fund-raiser to 
help pay for Joseph's medical bills. 
The fund-raiser, which consists of 
Hershey chocolate bars sold at $1 per 
bar, will be held the second and third 
week of March. Prizes, including a 
boom box radio-cassette player 
donated by Curtis Mathis, dinners 
(no alcohol), and gift certificates will 
be awarded to those who sell the most 
candy. Those who are willing to par­
ticipate in the fund-raiser, individuals 
or clubs, can call ext. 4715 and ask for 
Maureen of at- ext 7690 and ask for in­
formation on Joseph's campaign. 
Also, those who wish to volunteer 
and work on Joseph's patterning pro­
gram can contact the Gallups at 
565-4500. 
HuMJN RELATIONS V&K 
life 
MARCH 2 6 WW 
Tuesday, March 3 
"Strategies for Success: Women on the Rise" 
11:30am-1:00pm, University Center, Forum B 
Wednesday, March 4 
"The Changing Roles of Men in Our Society" 
1 l:30am-l:00pm, University Center, Forum B 
Thursday, March 5 
Film: "Killing Us Softly: Advertising's Image of Women" 
11:30am-1:00pm, University Center, Forum B 
Panel Discussion: "New Age Family," coping with family 
in the 80's 
7:30pm, University Center, Forum B 
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Scientist Speaker Blasts "Star Wars" 
by Brian Costlow 
Professor David L. Parnas of Queens 
University, Ottawa, Canada, a former 
member of the Pentagon's panel of com­
puting in support of battle management, 
presented a lecture on the topic "Why We 
Could Never Trust the Star Wars Soft­
ware" on the nineteenth of February at 
USD Law School's Fletcher Reception 
Hall. Parnas resigned from the panel, 
known as the Eastport Group, a ten 
member advisory panel on Star Wars 
research, because he became convinced 
that the software for the system would 
never be trustworthy, and the project is a 
fraud. 
Professor Parnas characterized his first 
impression of the Eastport Group, whose 
members are paid $1000 a day, as "very 
Mickey Mouse," claiming that the group 
could not even clearly define it's own ob­
jectives. When he attempted to set objec­
tives for software requirements himself, he 
discovered "serious problems". He also 
said that when he informed the panel of 
his reservations that "I was told basically, 
that maybe we can't do what President 
Reagan wants, but the money is there. 
Don't you want to help spend it?". 
According to Parnas there are two ma­
jor problems with the Star Wars software, 
the first being that there is no way to 
define what the software must do. For in­
stance the program must be able to dif­
ferentiate between missies carrying real 
warheads and dummy missies launched to 
fool the system. The programmers then, 
must know the difference between the 
specifications of a real Soviet warhead and 
a dummy, "something the Russians aren't 
likely to tell us," said Parnas. The program 
must be written using unreliable in­
telligence data, and if this data is not cor­
rect then the program will not work. 
The second major problem, contends 
Parnas, is that there is no reliable way to 
test the software until it is actually used to 
defend the U.S. against a nuclear attack. 
The mathematics used in computer pro­
gramming are different from the 
mathematics used in other forms of 
engineering. A small error in programm­
ing, called a 'bug', by software engineers 
can cause the entire computer system to 
malfunction. These bugs often only 
become apparent during "actual condition 
testing," claims Parnas, who cited the ex­
ample that AT&T often finds bugs in it's 
systems anywhere from a few weeks to 
years after a system is put in use. 
Since the "actual condition use" of Star 
Wars will be during a nuclear exchange be­
tween the U.S. and the Soviet Union, 
there is no way to test the system prior to 
that exchange. Parnas admits the possibili­
ty that the program could be written the 
first time without error if all the necessary 
data was given to the programmers, but 
that this is highly improbable. 
"If the first real use must be successful 
you can't do it," stated Parnas. When 
fellow scientists derided this position as 
unscientific, Parnas began to look for ma­
jor computer systems that worked com­
pletely correctly the first time they were 
used. So far he has found none, including 
NASA systems used on the Apollo pro­
ject, that did. 
There are also other problems to con­
tend with, Parnas argues. "If you know 
how a system works you can beat it . . . 
there will be 10,000 programmers working 
on this, what if one is named Walker?", 
said Parnas, referring to the trio of spies 
recently caught selling classified naval in­
formation to the Soviets. Another pro­
blem is that every time the Soviet Union, 
or any other country not allied to the U.S. 
changes it's ICBM arsenal, the software 
must be rewritten, increasing the chance 
of program error. 
The result of this insecurity regarding 
how well the system works is that "we will 
Special Offer ONLY For 
USD Students And Staff 
PD|a„CSe9nfnV "".KXPre-paW 
Fluff & Fold- $4.50 per load 
(Approx. 7 lbs.) 
We also do ALTERATIONS AND SHOE REPAIRS 
ACTION Cleaners & Laundry 
5425 Linda Vista Road at Mildred Street 
296-9987 
act as if the system isn't there," while if the 
system is fielded "they (the Soviets) must 
assume it will work," therefore we will, at 
the very least, keep our weapons as a 
deterrent while the Soviets will seek to in­
crease their nuclea. arsenal in order to at­
tempt to overload the system, or to build 
new weapons systems to get around the 
Star Wars system, claims Parnas. 
Therefore he feels that Star Wars is 
defrauding the American people, who are 
paying 4 to 5 billion dollars on a system 
that they have been promised will end the 
threat of nuclear war, and which in his 
opinion will actually increase the arms 
race. 
Not all scientists agree with Parnas's 
position, Charles Seitz, another panel 
member, was quoted in 1985 L.A. Times 
article as saying, "I'm not convinced that 
it's either feasible or unfeasible. There are 
interesting problems, difficult problems, 
and programming is one of them." 
Parnas, however, feels that many scien­
tists and engineers working on the project 
know that it will not work, but wish to 
continue to receive research grants from 
the project. One pair of professors Parnas 
knows of at an eastern university recom­
mended that several projects be research­
ed by a company that is owned by the two 
professors. 
The Lawyers Alliance for Nuclear Arms 
Control or LANAC, who along with the 
SBA Speakers Bureau sponsored Parnas's 
lecture, agree with his position that Star 
Wars is not the answer to ending the 
threat of nuclear war. LANAC believes 
that "Lawyers can be advocates of negotia­
tion and mutual, verifiable agreements as 
alternatives to the nuclear arms race." 
This position was echoed by Parnas who 
said "There is no technological fix to a 
non-technological problem. This belongs 
to the lawyers, the political scientists and 
the citizens." 
LANAC will be sponsoring a series of 
films on nuclear arms control at USD Law 
School's Fletcher Reception Hall, every 
Tuesday from February 24 to March 17 at 
12:15 pm. 
Orientation 1987 Sign-Ups 
The Office of Student Affairs will be taking sign-ups for 
students who would like to work on the Fall 1987 Freshmen 
and Transfer Orientation Team beginning Monday, March 2. 
Interested students should fill out an application form available 
in Student Affairs, University Center, Room 232. The deadline 
for applications is Friday, March 12. A meeting for all who 
applied will be held on Tuesday, March 17 at 11:30 a.m. in the 
University Center, Forum A. 
How To Make A Difference 
Don't pass up a free, spiffy mug at 
Senior Citizen's Outreach Weekend, 
this Saturday and Sunday, February 
28 and March 1. Sign up in the AS of­
fice or show up either day in 
Founder's Foyer at 10 a.m. 
The Volunteer Fair last Thursday 
and Friday was a huge success with 
more than 40 interested students tak­
ing advantage of visiting represen­
tatives from Peace Corp, JVC, Pallotti 
Center, and more. If you didn't get a 
chance to stop by, contact Judy 
Rauner, Volunteer Resources Office 
in the U.C., ext. 4793, for more info. 
Special Olympics is just around the 
corner. Individuals can get involved 
as time keepers, score keepers or team 
buddies. Groups can serve a meal, 
sponsor an entertainment booth 
(bean bag toss, etc.) or help with 
opening ceremonies. Our support 
means so much to the athletes. Prefer­
red sign up by March 6. 
THE FUTURE IS IN 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
A representative will be on campus 




AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL 
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
GLEN DALE. ARIZONA 85306 
Interviews may be scheduled at 
CAREER COUNSELING & PLACEMENT 
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by Dr. Del Schneider 
Today all of us are advocates for one 
cause or another. To be an advocate is to 
plead the cause of another. It means to 
speak on behalf c* those whose voices are 
not and cannot be heard. For many, it has 
meant pleading for the poor and the 
dispossessed. 
I have just returned from India where I 
was on sabbatical leave. It was heart-
changing experience for me. No amount 
of learned articles on Indian society or 
hours of "Jewel in the Crown" or "Passage 
to India" on television can prepare anyone 
for India. The only way to deal with the 
country is to plunge straight in—which I 
did — and ask questions later, and this I 
am doing now. 
A hundred volumes could be written 
about India, and still they would not en­
compass more than a fraction of the im­
mense significance India has played in 
world history. But even a small glimpse of 
the real India is worth a great deal. 
To know India is to know her desperate 
poverty, but it is to know also her history 
and culture, and to appreciate the fact 
that India has given to world civilization a 
great deal more than she has ever receiv­
ed. To catch a glimpse of India is to know 
her tremendous vitality. Some of India's 
most famous men, like Buddha, Asoka, 
Kinishka, Kalidasa, Ramakrishna, 
Gandhi, and Nehru give us a glimpse of 
the kind of humanity that exists there. 
This quality of vitality is found in every 
aspect of life, in the extremes of poverty 
and riches, of dirt and cleanliness, of sing­
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backwardness and stunning technology, 
dirt roads and paved roads and the 
monkeys, camels, pigs, and cows walking 
along them. People who have been to 
India always come away fascinated. Poets 
like Wordsworth and authors like Kipling, 
warriors like Alexander and Napoleon, 
seafaring men like da Gama and Colum­
bus, all grew up dreaming of India and 
were enchanted by its vision. 
What is India's fascination? When we 
think of India, we think of poverty, but 
that is the dark side. There is a bright side. 
And nowhere is this better depicted than 
in Dominique Lapierre's book The City of 
joy. This book is in Copley Library as well 
as the San Diego Public Library. It is a 
book that will make you cry, and it will 
make you angry. 
The book is the true story of men and 
women in one of the most crowded places 
on earth, the sector of Calcutta they call 
"the City of Joy." Here, amid the dark side 
of India, you will experience poverty 
which you cannot even imagine exists. 
But you will also share in the bright side of 
India as you are moved by the saints and 
heroes of the City of Joy themselves. You 
will be touched, and you will be blessed, 
and maybe even your heart will be chang­
ed, not only by their tragedies, but by 
their generosity, their faith, and their all-
encompassing love. 
People who have read the book say that 
here in the midst of the most devastating 
poverty, you will find "more heroism, 
more love, more sharing, and ultimately 
more happiness than in many a city of the 
affluent West." This story of love is a 
lesson in tenderness, and, for us who live 
surrounded by abundance, a lesson in 
hope. 
Today no one should have to live like 
that, but everyone should love like this. 
by Kevin Rapp 
Robert "Bud" McFarlane, the unemo­
tional Marine colonel, seemed almost in­
vented for the Reagan years. Cool, correct 
and enigmatic, he wanted to be the ad­
ministration's foremost authority on 
policy making. Some would say he was 
smart but not entirely brilliant. In 
December of 1985, he, like several other 
Presidential advisers, succumbed to the 
turf battle with another elusive Marine 
named Donald Regan. He stepped down 
and went on to become a somewhat 
respected staff memeber at Georgetown 
University's Center for Strategic and In­
ternational Studies. Then late in 
N o v e m b e r  I r a n s c a m  b r o k e  a n d  
McFarlane became viewed as the sole ar­
chitect of the infamous arms deal. Hopes 
for regaining Presidential employment as a 
foreign policy maker were extinguished 
forever. In the life of Robert "Bud" 
McFarlane a general sense of failure set in. 
The night before having to again face 
the Presidential Committee inquiring 
relentlessly into the details of Iranscam. 
Robert "Bud" McFarlane ingested some 25 
Valium and left a yet to be divulged 
suicide note. 
It is as if the front page of the newspaper 
is printing an excerpt of a mystery novel 
dealing with International political in­
by Paige Drymalski 
By now I'm sure that most of you are 
getting pretty tired of waiting in the Deli 
line when you're number 98 and they're 
only on 52, only to finally reach the 
counter an hour later to find that they're 
out of what you want. And not the whole 
campus is full of junkaholics, as evident 
from the surplus of chips, candy and 
cookies in the market. 
What makes the new grilled chicken 
sandwich so expensive ($2.69) compared 
to the former fried chicken sandwich in 
Serra Hall, which was under $2? One 
would think that the all-beef hamburgers 
in the Grille would be more expensive 
than the sandwiches as well, which they're 
not. 
For what we are paying for our new 
University Center and its new dining op­
tions, we should get what we're paying for. 
trigue. All the ingredients for a compelling 
enigma are present. Yet the characters are 
all too real. An aging President losing his 
grip, a manipulative Chief of Staff, 
shadowy Saudi businessmen, and an 
ostracized yet loyal Marine Lt. Colonel. 
And to add yet another twist to a seem­
ingly endless story the person who con­
cocted the scheme makes a futile attempt 
to take the truth of the debacle to the 
grave. 
Now enter the Tower Commission. We 
awake to find a picture of the Commission 
leaving the hospital with yet more start­
ling revelations in hand. McFarlane ad­
mits to the doctoring of memos to cover 
the Presidents' apparent guilt. Now a week 
after his failed suicide attempt the name 
Robert 'Bud' McFarlane has become a 
reflection or perhaps more appropriately a 
commentary a severly impaired ad­
ministration. McFarlane's confessions to 
the Tower Commission may have brought 
he inner peace he was seeking. In the final 
analysis Robert 'Bud' McFarlane will be 
remembered as just one more tortured 
political figure whose reach exceeded his 
grasp. 
Like you, I would like to turn to the last 
page of this on-going saga whose end, at 
this point, is nowhere in sight. It is dif­
ficult to speculate as to what the last page 
A solution for this would be to have the 
same options—the regular meal plan or 
the Cash Plus, with the 19, 14 or 10 meal 
options. 
We are now able to use the card to buy 
one meal in either the cafeteria, Grille or 
Deli during the three meal times. I propose 
to let the card be used more than once 
during one mealtime so that if you miss a 
meal earlier in the week, you can get food 
or goods to make up for that missed meal. 
The card could be used to buy something 
to count as a meal in the Bakery or store 
at any time. 
Right now people are losing money 
because a missed meal cannot be made up 
and the prices of some of the food have 
been raised. What was supposed to be an 
improved dining system for the students 
has turned out to be quite the profitable 
business for the university. 
might tell us. The words resignation or im­
peachment are probably not going to be 
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Campus Organizations 
SIGMA CHI 
Congratulations to our 23 new 
pledges. They are: Victor Baiz, Mark 
Bale, Scott Beall, Mark Bellwood, 
Mike DeNicola, John Dewey, Ruffo 
Espinosa, Paul Fournier, Roman 
Greco, Matt Haniger, Andrew 
Hummel, Mike Lacey, Rich Marty, 
Jeff Merlino, Jeff Miller, Mike Postil, 
Andre Racca, Alex Rosen, Daren 
Schwalm, Jeff Sciaroni, Todd Smith, 
Rocky Spane, and Mell Underwood. 
Derby Days week has been set to 
start on March 31. Our Derby Daddy 
this year is Frank Sennes, and this 
Derby Days promises to be the best 
yet. All interested ladies should watch 
for fliers. 
AKPsi 
This Friday, February 27, AKPsi 
will be hosting a Wine and Cheese 
Faculty Roast in Forum B of the 
University Center. The lucky roastee 
will be Dr. Daniel Rivetti. The even­
ing will start with a cocktail hour at 7 
p.m. and the roast will begin at 8 p.m. 
The admission price will be only 
$5.00. Tickets are available from all 
AKPsi members and at the door the 
night of the roast. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA 
It's ZETA WEEK! This is a special 
time for our pledges who will be in­
itiated this weekend! Activities in­
clude Movie Night, Lunch on the 
Green, a Free Day for pledges, and a 
Car Rally with Sports Day. Tonight 
there will also be a special ceremony. 
Pledges remember we love you and 
you have all our support! 
A reminder to everyone — Zeta Tau 
Alpha is sponsoring a program called 
"Women on the Rise" which will be 
held on Match 3 in the University 
Center, Forum B from 11:30-1:00 
p.m. We invite everyone to attend! 
Trips To Europe 
How does sipping champagne in Paris 
sound to you? Or how about making a 
business contact with a high level exe­
cutive at Mercedes-Benz in Switzerland? 
Or even touring the Heineken brewery in 
Holland with all the free samples that you 
can stand? To me it sounded very exciting 
and even more so when I learned that I 
could earn from three to six credits for do­
ing so. This past Christmas vacation I 
traveled throughout Europe with the In­
ternational Business Seminars Program 
and experienced one of the most produc­
tive, satisfying and outright good times of 
my life. Our group of approximately 40 
people toured seven countries including 
France, Switzerland, West Germany and 
Holland and visited companies such as 
Heineken, IBM Europe and Swiss Bank 
Corporation. Not only was it a fantastic 
learning experience, I also met 40 people 
of whom I will never forget. This summer 
International Business Seminars is con­
ducting four more programs, three of 
which will travel throughout Europe and 
one that visits the Orient. 
The International Business Seminars are 
open to all undergraduates and graduates. 
For business students, the credit satisfies 
the upper division business electives. If 
you are interested in going on one of these 
seminars, contact Dr. Miriam Rothman in 
OH 222 or phone 260-4856. 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
Recruiting was a great success! 
Thanks to all the brothers, who put 
endless time and effort into planning 
and organizing the week's events, and 
a special thanks to Deborah Helsper, 
BOB of the Week. Congratulations to 
our new Beta Pledge Class! There 
were so many qualified prospects, but 
unfortunately, we were unable to 
accept them all. So we'd like to en­
courage those, who were not chosen 
to rush again next Fall. The Pinning 
Ceremony will be held on Sunday. 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
Alpha Delta Pi has had a very busy 
week with more activities in store for 
the weekend. Tomorrow night we are 
having a "No Pants" party with Phi 
Kappa Theta. Get excited, it will be a 
great exchange!!! 
On Tuesday, we had a lunch for 
our Big Brothers. We had a great time 
and hope to have another one soon. 
Tonight is Cosby night on second 
floor. Be there at 7:45 sharp!! 
Finally, congratulations to the 
Basketball team for their victory over 
Gonzaga for the WCAC Champion­
ship Title!! You guys did a great job!! 
WBG'S 
Okay Red Shirters get ready ... 
10 p.m. March 1 at the UC in Forum 
A begins your Red Shirt Week. You 
can look forward to a very, very busy 
week, so be prepared (it all pays off)! 
Therefore, on that note, good luck 
and we wish you well. 
ISO Plans Semester 
The International Student Organization 
(ISO) would like to welcome the students 
and staff of USD to a fresh spring 
semester. At the first ISO meeting held on 
Feb. 5, 1987, the ISO committee was 
elected. The committee is comprised of the 
following members: 
President 
Abdul Fazulbhoy (India) 
Vice President 
Wahiba A1 Riyamy (Oman) 
ICC Representative 
Caspar Spescha (Switzerland) 
Secretary 
Chau Vu (Vietnam) 
Public Relations Chairperson 
Francis Ng (Malaysia) 
Assistant to the Committee 
Thuy Nguyen (Vietnam) 
The first meeting went on to a good 
start with good attendance, new members 
and great new ideas for the spring 
semester. With the events they have in 
mind it will indeed be a busy semester for 
the ISO. They planned to 1) have a 
fashion show, 2) go on a camping trip to 
Camp Marsden, 3) arrange seminars 
relating to international matters, 4) set up 
a travel bureau to help students with their 
travelling plans and many more. 
The main aim of the ISO for this 
semester is to reach out to all the students 
and staff of the USD campus and bring 
the world closer to this campus. So, keep 
your eyes open for our ISO flyers and join 
in our events. 
Question of the Week 
by Tricia Earnshaw 
What would you do if 
you were AS President 
for a day? 
Rosann Cavallaro 
Senior, Business Administration 
"I would decrease tuition and increase my 
pay." 
Fritzi Schaefer 
Sophomore, International Relations 
"I would replace the jugglers at basketball 
halftime with Chippendales strippers." 
Brian Quinn/ 
Junior, Communications: 
"I would spend all the A.S. money by 
throwing a wild T.G. for the whole day." 
Quinn Harris/ 
Junior Business 
"I would take security's paycheck and 
distribute it thoughout the world to pro­
mote peace and stop world hunger." 
Joe Alu 
[unior, Business Administration 
'I would write a new law forbidding tow­
ing and tickets and then tow security's 
:ars to L.A." 
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Joe Torero 
HELLO AGAIN SPORTS FANSI ...As you can likely tell, Joe Torero is back after a prolonged 
absence. The reason for the long dry spell 
from this columnist is money, or rather 
the lack thereof. You see, last year yours 
truly had a no-cut guaranteed contract 
with the management here at the Vista. 
Well, it seems a certain female editor-in-
chief decided to play hardball with this 
columnist and his agent when renegotia­
tion time came around. Since I had played 
out my option, I tested the free agency 
waters and found them to my liking. 
When I returned to Alcala Country 
Club in January, I heard there was a 
shake-up in the top management at the 'ol 
Vista so I told my agent to get on the horn 
with this Collins guy and make him an of­
fer he couldn't refuse. Well, Mr. Collins 
was an adept negotiator so we elected to 
take our case to the arbitrator and he 
decided in our favor. This season with in­
centives, All-Star bonuses, and playoff 
money, my salary should be in million 
dollar range, but I consider it a business 
thing and hold no grudges against 
management. 
A QUICK INTRODUCTION... 
For those of you who are new readers, I 
will try to give you a brief rundown of 
what this column is all about (Especially 
for those of you who ask the question, 
"Hey dude, what are you all about?"). First 
we break the latest USD gossip and hot 
news. Second, we give you the major and 
not so major stories from around the 
globe. Lastly, we have some good-natured 
fun with whoever is around ... 
THE BIG LOSERS ... This list will ap­
pear weekly (We hope) and document the 
week's biggest losers. The losers need not 
come from the world of sports as you may 
expect. Here then are this week's big 
losers: 
1) BALLARD AND LINDA SMITH— 
What would possess a man to divorce a 
woman whose mother is worth $500 
million dollars? We don't know but we 
really want to know who gets the Padre 
season tickets. 
2) CRAIG STATLER-The guy lost 
$37,000 for kneeling on a towel! 
3) GOLDMAN SACHS AND ASSN.-
These guys lost two top executives to the 
Feds for insider trading, and some ex-
employees. Embarassed? You bet. 
4) KIDDER PEABODY—Also had an 
exec or two nabbed out of their office. Pro­
fits from insider trading found in cor­
porate accounts. 
5) SDSU MENS BASKETBALL-How 
could we resist—17 losses in a row? Are 
you sure that's not the football team play­
ing out on the court. 
Road To Success 
by Tim Orr 
As the increasingly dismal vision of 
my future loomed before my weary 
eyes, I tried desperately to think of 
something (anything!!) worthwhile to 
put on my resume. Of course I had 
waited until the night before it was 
due before beginning this little 
demon, and now I was paying the 
price for four years of procrastination. 
"Hey, why be prepared to look for a 
career when you can be sleeping?!" 
Someone famous must have said that 
sometime... maybe not. 
I wrenched what is left of my brain 
for any classy phrases to describe the 
events of my college career ... little 
goodies that would make any half-
educated employer salivate. During 
the summers of my freshman and 
sophomore years, I pumped gas at a 
Shell station. Needless to say, on my 
resume that would make me a Shell 
O i l  F i e l d  R e p r e s e n t a t i v e  a n d  
Petroleum Transfer Engineer. That 
sounds a lot better, and deservedly so, 
than "gas jockey," 
I would have loved to brag about 
horizontal exploits with the opposite 
sex, calling myself an Anatomy 
Analyst. I couldn't do it though ... 
long on hypotheses, short on research 
experience. 
I suppose that three semesters work­
ing for USD Food Service would 
qualify me as a Nutrition Technician. 
Imaginative could describe my 
tendency to daydream in class. Work 
well under pressure rephrases my reac­
tion when my professor's catch me ex­
ercising my Imagination. 
Let's see ... the sophomore year 
brawl in Margarita Village, and the 
junior year pre-game fight at Loyola-
Marymount, would definitely fall 
under Voluntary Diplomatic Relations. 
My ineptness in math and science 
only made it easier for me to write 
with conviction, "strength in com-
muncation skills." 
As I was deciding whether or not 
the employers would be interested in 
how fast I can shotgun a beer, and the 
inherent values therein, I glanced at 
all of my roomates working on their 
resumes. Their respective opening 
lines read as follows: "I'm from 
Newport Beach, and you're not!," "I 
would have volunteered for Viet Nam 
... without pay!!!," and, "I can eat 50 
eggs!" Ha, completely innappropriate 
for resumes! Some futures look 
brighter than others! I wonder if I 
should include that belching contest 
freshman year ... yeah, Comfortable in 
expressing inner turmoil. 
Amerikan Party at USD 
by Dr. Ben Dover 
SAN DIEGO, Calif.—The theme of 
ABC's Amerika may not be as surreal as 
many people think. Traces of Soviet in­
filtration are very apparent right here in 
Torerotown, USA. Has anyone else notic­
ed that Steve "Rambis" Krallman, of the 
USD basketball team, has an uncanny 
resemblance to the Soviet braindead 
fighter in Rocky IV, Ivan Drago?! How 
about the fraternities and their encourage­
ment of an "Arian-race" attitude? Is it just 
coincidence that Krallman also resembles 
a Stigma Wee? 
Oh, and how about Comrade Tony Ab-
batangelo? All he ever talks about is unity, 
equality, and his unchallenged authority. 
Seems a bit like socialism to me, and 
borders on (gasp!!) communism. 
How about the watchtower being built 
atop the new Sports Center apartments? 
How about the debate team's flagrant use 
of steroids? The no-parking zones are all 
red, instead of red, white, and blue!! RA 
translated in Russian spells KGB to me, 
friends! 
How about the new University Center? 
Everything you will ever need, right here 
on campus. An individual could feasibly 
last an entire semester without leaving the 
campus once!!—seems a bit restricting, is it 
NOT??! Hmmmm?! 
I don't know if it is really happening ... 
but when Party Leader Hughes im-
pliments standard uniforms and a curfew, 
and the USD women start getting heavily 
muscled with moustaches, don't say I 
didn't warn you. 
JUC FAR SKIE 
It is rumored that the early married 
life of Dr. and Mrs. Hughes (shown 
here in a 1962 photo) inspired the 
box-office smash, Top Gun. There 
has been no public comment to date 
from the Hughes household. 
by 
CARY LARSON 
"Horsel... Is there a man called 'Horse1 In here?" "Zektol Cod It!... The Rothenbergs 
hear the can opener!" 
Wendell Zurfcowttz: Slave to the wattle light 
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Eat An All-American Meal 
1 ROWjffi 
by Brenna O'Boyle 
Are you looking for casual 
American-style dining with a twist? If 
so, come to Round The Corner. It is 
located at 1400 Camino De la Reina 
in the Plaza del Rio Mall, across from 
Mission Valley. 
Once you step inside the door, it is 
hard not to notice that there is 
something unusual on each table. 
You will never guess what it is — no, 
not salt and pepper shakers, a 
TELEPHONE. Do not get any ideas 
in your mind about what the phone is 
to be used for. This place is not a 
singles bar. 
The phones at Round The Corner 
are used to order your meal. It is an 
easy-to-use system. Just pick up the 
phone and wait for the operator to 
take your order. Do not bother look­
ing for a dial because there is not one. 
After you have ordered, just hang up 
the phone. 
When your order is ready, your 
telephone will ring. At this time, 
check you table number and pick up 
your food at the counter in the front 
of the restaurant. 
You will be delighted with anything 
you order. Their menu features 20 dif­
ferent styles of hamburgers. Features 
include unusual burgers like the 
Beach Burger, Thousand Island 
Burger, Pizza Burger, Border Burger 
and Blue Bacon Burger. The menu 
also includes a variety of sandwiches 
from chicken teriyaki to turkey and 
ham. 
My favorite item on their menu is 
not a main dish, but a side order. I 
just love their french fries. Their fries 
are thin, long, and crisp. 
To top off your all-American din­
ner, end it with their Haagen-Dazs 
ice cream. It is served in a tulip glass 
with a sugar wafer. 
In all my visits to Round The Cor­
ner, I have never been able to figure 
out how their phone system works, 
but it does. The phones make the 
waiting shorter and receiving your 
food quicker. 
The restaurant is open Monday 
thru Sunday from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Even though their prices are very in­
expensive, they do accept Visa and 
MasterCard. Reservations are not 
necessary. 
Monterey's Favorite 
Comes to San Diego 
by Mike Clune 
Living in the Monterey area most of my 
life, I have watched a small take-out pizza 
place grow into a full-fledged Italian family 
restaurant. Opening in 1974, Gianni's 
Pizza quickly became Monterey's favorite. 
Fortunately, San Diegans now have the 
opportunity to experience Gianni's Pizza. 
The son and daughter of the Monterey 
owners have opened a second restaurant 
in University City. Without a doubt, San 
Diegans will agree with Monterey 
residents. 
The reasons for Gianni's popularity is 
plain and simple. It's the pizza. In addition 
to the fine ingredients which make the piz­
za outstanding, the crust is particularly 
distinctive. 
Other items on the menu include anti-
pasto salads, meatball and sausage sand­
wiches, and pasta with marinara or meat 
sauce. Truffles and cheesecake are 
available for dessert. 
Gianni's is tops when it comes to Italian 
3945 GOVERNOR DR. 
UNIVERSITY CITY, CA. 92122 
food. 
Gianni's Pizza is a casual family 
restaurant and is a perfect treat to get 
away from food service. The next time you 
get the craving for some great pizza, jump 
in the car with all your friends and head 
up to University City or call ahead to pick 
up your order. 
Gianni's Pizza is located at the corner of 
Genesee and Governor next to Safeway. 
Phone 452-0661. 
Scholarships Available 
Information and/or applications for the following SCHOLARSHIPS are available in the 
Financial Aid Office, Serra 202: 
State Farm Exceptional Student Fellowship Awards — Purpose is to recognize excellent 
scholars in business-related fields of study who are leaders on campus. Deadline: 2/28/87 
American Association of University Women — Livermore/Pleasanton Branch Women 
from Livermore — Amador Valley area. Junior standing in Fall, 1987- Deadline: 3/1/87. 
Scholarship from National Federation of the Blind — Legally blind undergraduate and 
graduate students. Deadline: 3/1/87 
Vermont Incentive Grants — For undergraduate students from Vermont. Deadline 3/1/87 
Mensa Scholarships — Students enrolled in a degree program. Do not have to be a member 
of Mensa. Deadline 3/1/87 
Hawaiian Trust Fund Scholarships — Must be resident of Hawaii. Deadline 3/1/87 
The deadline for continuing students applying for a Cal Grant A, B, or California Graduate 
FEUowship is March 2, 1987. Both the SAAC and the supplement forms must be post 
marked no later than March 2, 1987-
STANLEY H. KAPLAN 




TWO HEADS ARf BETTER THAN ONE! 
In (act we're so convinced that you'll 
learn better together, we'll give you 
both a full 25% off your tuition, when 
you and a friend register for the 
STANLEY H KAPLAN CPA REVIEW 
CPA 
REVIEW 
Call Days. Evenings or Weekends 
San Diego Center 
4780 Clairemont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego CA 92117 
(619) 277-6744 
•(|)' 
University of San Diego School of Law 
The University of San Diego School of Law 
invites all persons interested in the study of law to 
an informational seminar. 
The program includes: 
• A discussion of the value of a legal education. 
• Advice on how to finance law school 
• Demonstrations of a first-year and an upper-division class. 
Saturday, February 28, 1987 
9:30 am. to 12:00 p.m. 
USD University Center 
An informed buffet lunch will be 
provided from 12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m., 
where USD faculty, alumni, and students 
will be available for counseling. 
Call (619) 260-4528. for reservations 
by Thrusday, February 26, 1987, 
or write: 
Law School Admissions 
University of San Diego 
Alcala' Park 
Sa n  D i e g o ,  C A  9 2 1 1 0  
USD does not discriminate on the basis of sex, race, color, religion, age, national origin, ancesrrv or handicap in its policies and programs. 
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EARTHQUAKE CAFE 
It's Really Shakin' 
by Kim Ruzich 
The California Earthquake Cafe, 
located in Mission Valley, is not your 
typical dining establsihment. This 
first becomes evident when you walk 
through the doors. The theme of the 
restaurant is 1950's all the way, from 
the black-and-white checkered floors, 
to the music. Even the atmosphere is 
reminiscent of the days your parents 
probably spent in the local cafe, sit­
ting back with friends and sipping on 
confections from the fountain. 
It is a relaxing place to hang out 
with friends at the bar, or enjoy a 
meal from the wild menu. Unusual is 
only one of a few adjectives for this 
list of offerings, which includes 
Avocado Tempura with blue cheese 
dressing, Chopstick Chicken Salad, 
Baja Fish Tacos, Double Barbecued 
Lamb Riblets, and an untraditional 
BLT. It is not a sandwich, but in­
stead, a plate of bacon, linguini and 
tomatoes. 
This is only the beginning, as they 
have "also's" (side dishes such as a 
bowlful of spiral french fries), 
"Noodles" (servings of pasta-like half-
baked macaroni and cheese with 
toasted pecans), daily Blue Plate 
Specials, and a rather unique foun­
tain. It offers the world's smallest 
chocolate sundae. This is a shotglass 
filled with ice cream and chocolate 
syrup, and topped with whipped 
cream and nuts. 
Prices at EQ range from three to ten 
dollars, with most entrees averaging 
about five to six dollars. Servings are 
fairly generous, so take an appetite 
when you go. 
The Earthquake Cafe is a fun place 
to go, and it is fast becoming an after-
the-game hangout for my friends and 
me. It is one place that is really 
shakin'. 
LOST YOUR LENSES, 
AND IN DISTRESS? 
CALL... 
NOW! Change your 
brown eyes to Blue! 
FREE FITTINGS TO CHOOSE EYE 
COLOR. NO OBLIGATION TO BUY. 
• $39.00/pr. DAILY WEAR • 
• $79.00/pr. EXTENDED WEAR • 
• GLASSES SINGLE VISION $39.00 • BI FOCALS $59.00 
LARGE STOCK FROM ALL MAJOR BRANDS • 
SAME DAY FREE DELIVERY 
806 W. Washington 
Mission Hills 
WE WILL CALL ANYWHERE FOR YOUR PRESCRIPTION 
'The Sieve' 
by Damon Valentino 
The U.S.-Mexican border of "La Linea" 
as it is called is actually 1900 miles of op­
portunity to those in Mexico seeking a 
better life in the United States. Every 70 
seconds, an illegal border crossing is being 
made, with only half of those attempts be­
ing halted by the authorities. According 
to U.S. News and World Reports, right now 
in the U.S., there are approximately five 
to seven million resident illegal aliens, 
with yearly additions of 300,000-500,000. 
The basic reason for this influx of illegal 
immigrants is the lure of the job attain­
ment and economic security in America. 
But the basic question is, "Should we as 
Americans tolerate these increases?" It's a 
question that needs to be answered 
because we should do something to curb 
the flow of illegal aliens. 
The debate of this question has had a 
long history and, until recently with the 
passing of the Simpson-Mazolli Bill, much 
was undecided. This bill, in an attempt to 
begin some serious legislation regarding 
the illegal alien problem proposes that il­
legal aliens living in America for the past 
ten years be given amnesty (actually 
citizenship) to the U.S. Furthermore, we 
will crack down on illegal border crossing. 
This is a dent in the problem, but do peo­
ple realize the extent to which the word 
"problem" encompasses? It's not just the 
fact that illegals are residing in the U.S. 
but a myriad of stipulations attached to 
their residency. In no way am I exactly 
saying what should be done, but am at­
tempting to bring consciousness to the 
problem at hand. 
With the multitude of illegals, it is no 
wonder that for every 100 illegals 
employed, 65 Americans are left 
unemployed. It is true, however, that the 
majority of all jobs taken by illegals are in 
the agricultural area and that not many 
Americans pursue the jobs that the illegals 
take. On the other hand, the wages paid 
to illegals' are many times lower than the 
minimum wage and as a result, wage prices 
are lowered and affect the lower income 
earning Americans. Furthermore, the 
lower wages that employers pay keep them 
from capital investment in their 
businesses. Lower wages, therefore, stump 
production because of lack of investment 
in new equipment and labor saving 
machines. Lower wages due to the hiring 
of illegals is just one of the debated 
arguments. In fact, the hiring of illegals is 
a stipulation in the Simpson-Mazolli bill 
in which penalties toward companies will 
be enforced if they are found to be hiring 
illegals. The idea of cracking down on 
businesses is to alleviate the lure of jobs for 
Mexican people. 
The extent of the illegal alien presence 
in America also goes deep into the system 
itself. Illegals are very heavy user/abusers 
of the public health services—at the tax 
payers expense. For example, in Houston, 
Texas, health services to non-citizens have 
reached a cost of almost 4.5 million a year. 
As a result, illegals are becoming a large 
debt to the cities in which they live 
because the illegals do not pay their ex­
penses. The abuses^ lie in the fact that 
many collect welfare and food stamps, ap­
ply and receive medicare, indulge in social 
security benefits, and, in doing all this, 
slowly deteriorate a necessaary public-
service system. 
Problems that arise in the U.S. extend 
even further and are more diverse when 
drugs are involved. Mexico is an extremely 
large drug supplier into the U.S. Mexico is 
the largest supplier of heroin, and perhaps 
marijuana to the United States, and it is 
mostly the illegals who smuggle the drugs 
into the U.S. in an attempt to get some 
quick cash. The drug trafficking situation 
is becoming quite a large problem — so 
much more than just the "routine" illegal 
alien because they are a lot more harsh as 
evidence by their killing and robbing of 
Mexicans trying to get cross the border. 
Even so, the drugs themselves have their 
own implication of crime in the U.S. 
The argument will continue when peo­
ple protest what the significance is of Ellis 
Island, the Constitution and our 
American Flag, and what it is they repre­
sent. Sure, our country is never really 
"full," but the question is "When are we 
going to draw the line?" When are we as 
Americans going to at least slow down the 
flow of illegal aliens into our country? The 
Simpson-Mazolli bill has put a large step 
forward in an attempt to combat the flow 
of illegals, but so much more has to put in­
to action—namely enforcing our pre­
existing laws towards illegal aliens. 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
CUT & STYLE 




Weave (foil) $30 
Manicures $5, 
Pedicure $10 
Acrylic Nails (full set) $20 
Long hair extra. 
Specials good with ad only through 3-12-87 
Not valid whan stylist Is raquastad. 
ELIAS HAIR DESIGN 
Full Service 
7608 Linda Vista Road (Mesa College Dr. & 163) 268-8865 
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The Last Amerika Article 
by Joseph Tarsha 
Entertainment Editor 
As college students, most of us don't 
have the kind of time to sit still for 
fourteen-and-a-half straight hours (about 
two hours a night for a week). 
But this is quite serious. We're not talk­
ing about such dabble as North and South, 
Winds of War, or other romanticized 
historical soap operas. 
The stars are there: Kris Kristofferson, 
Mariel Hemingway, Sam Neill. All of 
whom, by the way, advocate that they too 
had stereotyped this series until they had 
read the script, almost as if there were 
some genius or magic to it. 
ABC Entertainment has chosen an en­
tirely different approach: factual research 
that actually has a point to make. Indeed, 
a team of researchers focused on three 
main aspects for Amerika: a) the 
psychology of occupied peoples, b) what 
Americans think of themselves both now 
and in the past, and c) the Soviet occupa­
tion process, from Afghanistan to Poland 
to Czechoslovakia. ABC believes that 
they have gained a new insight into these 
topics and would like to weave them into 
some fine drama. 
This show has been different because it 
demands to express a point. Unfortunate­
ly, it is getting more and more complex 
due to the controversy the producers have 
brought upon themselves, perhaps to 
distinguish the project as not just another 
mini-series. 
On the surface, Amerika seems to be try­
ing to envision what living in this country 
would be like in 1997, ten years after the 
citizens abandoned their spirit and 
patriotism and let the Soviets take over 
running things, rather like an invasion 
without resistance. 
But what Amerika wants to do is explore 
the nature of patriotism, where it has been 
and where it is going. 
Although most of the action takes place 
in Nebraska (the heartland of America), 
there are many parallels between our 
school spirit and the national pride 
depicted in the film. And I don't think I 
have to stress that our school pride is 
closely tied to our national pride once we 
graduate. 
Familiar Reminder 
After all is said and done, Amerika simply 
serves as a reminder. The warnings have 
been issued before in such works as 1984 
and Brave New World. These classics ex­
plore what it takes for over-domineering 
powers to arise, such as the Nazis did in 
the thirties. 
It also develops the statement, "You 
don't know what you have until it's 
gone." In this case, it is simple (and costly) 
freedom. Amerika wants to make sure we 
don't ever take this for granted by visualiz­
ing for us what life would be like without 
it. We may maintain it easily enough now, 
but to lose it and get it back will be very 
costly indeed. 
All in all, Amerika is a response to the 
overall feeling of apathy and distrust the 
people have been feeling towards their 
country, in light of the Iran affairs, the 
budget deficit, and most deeply, Vietnam. 
Some might go on to say that this feel­
ing of disinterest, laziness, and "I don't 
care it doesn't affect me" attitude has been 
evident in this school. 
Amerika itself is an exercise of this 
freedom. And ironically it is their in­
alienable rights that repel the swarming 
controversies. 
Controversy Swarms 
Unfortunately, Amerika treads on some 
other people's rights as well. There are 
many organizations that have some beef 
to brand on the Amerika steed. One in 
particular is the United Nations. 
The U.N. is outraged that Amerika 
writer directly connected their name to 
the pacifist movement, which assumably 
helped in the Soviet takeover in order to 
form a "one nation world." This aspect, 
however, is subject to interpretation. 
But other inferences are more obvious. 
For instance, in the unedited version, 
troops walked around wearing the U.N. 
Continued on page 11 




by Ken "Toast" Jillson 
Sporting the addition of "U.K." to their 
name and a more commercial sound, The 
Mission may have found a place alongside 
the many other British bands who have 
managed to secure themselves a niche in 
the U.S. underground scene. God's Own 
Medicine, their first domestic LP, is 
definitely a step towards a more accessible 
commercial style, unlike their previous 
import-only EPs, which had a heavier 
sound (a la Sisters of Mercy). This com­
parison is more than just coincidental 
because the Mission U.K. includes former 
members of Sisters of Mercy. 
The "Missionaries," simply, Mick, 
Wayne, Simon and Craig, have compiled 
on this album a varied sampling of morose 
guitar-driven tunes, some of the highlights 
being the Echo-and-The Bunnymen-
sounding "Bridges Burning" and "Stay 
with Me," and the slow mysteriousness of 
"Garden of Delight (Hereafter)." The first 
single, "Wasteland," is just beginning to 
be picked up by radio and can be heard 
occasionally on San Diego's own 9IX. 
Overall, the album is an impressive 
showing for the band and it packs much 
potential. If this is your type of music, 
God's Own Medicine would make a 
welcome addition to your record collec­




SAN DIEGO—Monday night, 
March 2, will be a special night at The 
Belly Up Tavern. The Belly Up will 
host a benefit concert for The 
Storefront, San Diego's only shelter 
for homeless street kids. Several San 
Diego-based rock bands have 
gathered together to make this not 
only a special evening for the 
Storefront, but an entertaining one as 
well. The following bands have con­
tributed their time, talent, energies 
and support to The Storefront: The 
Beat Farmers, Mojo Nixon &. Skid 
Roper, DFX2, The Outriders, Mercy 
Train and The Forbidden Pigs. 
Headlining the evening are interna­
tional recording artists The Beat 
Farmers. The Beat Farmers continual­
ly captivate their audiences, filling 
halls throughout the U.S. and Europe 
(and a memorable performance at 
USD last year) with their gut level 
rock 'n' roll. Alternating between 
rowdy roadhouse rock, tender tear-
jerkers and Country Dick's notorious 
sing-song, which usually turn into 
sing-a-longs. Their fourth LP is due 
out in early April. 
Tickets are on sale at The Belly Up 
Tavern (143 South Cedros Ave., 




Test Preparation Courses 
Experienced Faculty 
Lecture Course 
In-Class Practice Exams 
Score in to 25% or take next 
course free 
For a free brochure call: 619/260-4579 
or write: University of San Diego 
Test Preparation Courses - Serra Hall 318 
Alcala Park. San Diego, CA 92110 
Sa in t  Lou i s  Un ive r s i t y  
Academic  Year  in  Madr id  
FALL SESSION: 
COMPLE re CbPK i CULUK 
IN ENGLISH, SPANISH 
Libera] Arts, Business, 
Science, Hispanic S t u d i e s  
. . . i n  t h e  c l a s s r o o m  w i t h  
Spanish Students 
J u l y  s e s s i o n  i n c l u d e s  
G r a d u a t e  P r o g r a m  i n  
Hispanic Studies 
D e s i g n e d  f o r  t h e  
c o n c e r n e d  s t u d e n t  
w h o  m a y  n o t  b e  
f i n a n c i a l l y  a f f l u e n t  
T h e  o n e  w h o  d e m a n d s  
s e r i o u s n e s s  i n  
e d u c a t i o n .  
ONE OF THE Ol OEST 
CERTAINLY THE LARGEST 
INFORMATION: 
Saint Louis University 
221 North Grand Blvd. 
Saint Louis. MO 63103 
Tbll-frw tel.: 
(800) 325-6666 
He Didn't Cet There by Hinging Around 
the Home Cimpus 
Enjoy the Theaters, Museums, & Cultural Life 
of the Spanish Capital 





Feb. 26 — 12:30 p.m. — OH127 
Peppewdfne Unioewsffy 
School of Law 
is pleased to invite anyone interested in pursuing a legal education 
to attend our Spring Open House at 1:00 p.m. on February 28,1987. 
This is an excellent opportunity to meet with members of 
the School of Law administration, faculty and various student 
organizations. 
For further information, call (213) 456-4631. 
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Amerika 
Continued from page 10 
insignia with the initials "UNSS" (which 
was supposed to stand for the "United Na­
tions Special Service." The United Na­
tions threatened to take ABC to court, 
but during the week before the first 
episode aired, ABC edited the shows to 
dissolve the connection. 
The producers insist that they are not 
trying to make a political statement. In 
this case, they say that they are trying to 
point out that symbols and organizations 
would no longer be sacred under a 
totalitarian government; another one of 
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"Call for other destinations" 
HAWAII/MEXICO 
Honolulu Round trip air from S.D. $239 
Air-Hotet & Tax 3 nights 4 n.ghts 
Loroto $219 $239 
Jtioxariart $199 $2i9 
Las Cabos $249 $275 
Ruorto Vallarla $249 $269 
Waiklki $299 $317 
Per person dbl. occ. rates include: MEX-air fr TIJ htl. & 
tox. Hl-air fr LAX htl. & tax. Rates subject to 
change/restriction. Air tax add'l 
MAZATLAN SPECIAL $299 
A«r.• 3 ots' tax/transfers/3 meals a day/unltd. beer & soda. 
BUCKET TRAVEL SHOP 
'Quality Discount Travel" 
233-0723 
413 laurel St., San Diego 92101 
M-F 8:30 to 5:30, Sunday 10-1 
Willy Comes Back 
by Brenna O'Boyle 
The Incredibly Famous Willy Rivers was a 
play written in response to John Lennon's 
assassination. A lot of people took the 
death of Lennon as an incredible shock. 
Because Lennon was famous, Michael 
Chapman envied his talent. Since Chap­
man could not achieve fame like Lennon 
did, Chapman shot Lennon. 
The play begins with Willy Rivers being 
shot. Before Willy was shot, he was not a 
superstar. 
After being shot, the media exploded 
the attempted assassination attempt of the 
rock musician. Overnight, Willy Rivers 
became famous. Everyone knew his name, 
but not his face. 
At one point, Willy was riding on a bus 
and a lady unknowingly turned to the 
superstar. Wishing to stay anonymous, 
they had a discussion on current events 
and she ended up accusing him of being ig­
norant because he did not know about his 
own attempted assassination attempt and 
his own comeback. 
At this point, Willy realizes his fame. 
Willy has a hard time being a celebrity in 
the eyes of the public. 
Willy's manager arranges a comeback 
performance. The manager tells Willy to 
invite friends who care about him from 
the past, before he became a big star. 
Willy searches into his past and finds 
that he actually did not have any friends. 
He was always too busy practising his 
music, dreaming and working on being a 
big star. 
His supposed friends from the past 
regarded him as a loner and as an unsocial 
wimp. They did not have anything sup­
portive or complimentary to say about 
him. 
The show goes on through March 8. 
Tuesdays to Saturday performances are at 
8 p.m., Sundays at 7 p.m., with Saturday 
and Sunday matinees at 2 p.m. 
Bye-Bye Birdie Sings To Life 
by Irish Harington Maloy 
Auditions have been held, readings 
have been read, and the play has been 
cast, according to Pam Connolly, USD's 
talented drama teacher. Performance 
dates are set for April 2-5. There will be a 
matinee performance on the 5th. Mark 
your calendars now, students, because this 
is one funny musical and one you won't 
want to miss. 
In case you are not acquainted with the 
story, Conrad Birdie, played by Ken Hart, 
is an Elvis Presley type character who is 
drafted into the army and the story 
revolves around a publicity gag of having 
him kissed good-bye by his fan club in 
Sweet Apple, U.S.A. That's enough of the 
story to wet your appetite and to get you 
to come and see the acting, dancing and 
singing that takes place to get this feat 
accomplished. 
John Campillo and Christy Chiomento 
have been cast as the romantic male lead 
Attention: 
RA applicants — your applications are due 
Friday, Feb. 27 — that's tomorrow! If you 
haven't picked up your application do so as 
soon as possible in the Housing Office in the 
X roads. 
For any other info., call the Housing Office 
X-4622. 
Remember — there are more positions opened 
than last year, so make sure your application 
gets in by Friday, Feb. 27. 
and ingenue, respectively. Their biggest 
problem is John's jewish mother, played 
by Ina Levy. Ursula Merkle is played by 
Mary Frances Stollenwerk, along with the 
Teen Trio of Mary Elizabeth Smith, Loree 
Draude and Lisa Renee Miller. Kim 
McAfee, the lucky girl who is to kiss Bird­
ie, is played by Erin Hurley along with 
Mr. and Mrs. McAfee, her long-suffering 
parents, who are played by Chris 
DeCamillis and Irish Harrington Maloy. 
There is still need for male voices and 
performers, as well as room on the 
technical, stage, and set building crews. If 
you have never worked on a theatrical 
production before but always kinda had a 
yen to, now is your chance: contact Pam 
in Camino 20 and volunteer. If she isn't 
there, leave a note on her door regarding 
your interest. Rehearsals are Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights at 7:00 p.m. and 2:00 
p.m. on Sundays in Camino theatre. Set 
building and stage crews will meet every 
Saturday and would welcome your help 
and participation. 




by Andy Bartlet 
With at least three major national 
publications ranting and raving about 
the Beastie Boys, one needs to ask 
themselves, why? It's probably 
because they've pioneered a new age 
raunch and roll that brings rappers, 
headbangers, and punks together to 
do one thing — rock. If the Beasties 
can accomplish this feat, then they 
deserve the attention they're receiv­
ing. Besides, they're the first honky 
rappin' machine to seize the music 
market with the speed of a 1939-era 
blitzkrieg. 
Their first album, Licensed Co III, has 
now reached the two-million mark in 
sales. This fact alone is outstanding 
considering the age of the Beasties as a 
band and the turf they call home. 
That is not to insult the concrete 
jungle, New York City, but the 
Beasties have grown out of a ground 
saturated with some of the most 
radical bands in the world. The 
Ramones, Lou Reed and the Velvet 
Underground, New York Dolls, and 
more recently, Agnostic Front, Kraut, 
and the Cro Mags. The Beastie Boys 
run side by side with the multitude of 
New York and New Jersey hardcore 
outfits. Their first recordings aren't 
rap, they certainly wouldn't be seen 
on MTV or heard on 9IX. When 
they began, they were adolescents 
kicking and screaming in one of the 
biggest and most productive hardcore 
scenes. 
The Beastie Boys moved ahead, full 
steam. With the release of "She's On 
It" on Def Jam records for the movie 
Krush Groove, the most definitive 
breakin' and poppin' flick to date, the 
Beasties showed a new kind of ver­
satility, not the kind of versatility one 
associates with 'selling out," but true 
to life flexibility. The Beastie Boys 
proved they could rap and pop and 
still be as powerful as they come. They 
don't try to excuse their success with 
"Maturing" as other hardcore outfits 
(Channel 3 etc.) have done in the 
past. The Beasties chose to leap from 
behind their instruments to be backed 
by a beat box for their live shows, 
which are always accompanied by a 
shower of beer for those die-hards up 
front. 
Alma Mater Contest 
reopened to entire USD Community 
$500 prize up for grabs. 
The judges are looking for positive 
lyrics with a traditional sound. 
Deadline for entries is February 27, 1987. 
Turn in entries to the secretary in the 
AS Executive Offices located/top floor of the UC 
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Can Anyone Beat This Team?! 
by Gabriel Martinez 
Spor t s  Ed i tor  
They done did it agin! Another week, another two wins. 
Almost like clockwork, like the rising and setting of the sun, the USD Toreros 
clinched their 21st and 22nd wins last week, and the way things seem to be coming 
together for the Blue, it seems that they are all but ready for the WCAC tourna­
ment February 28. 
USD's first win of the week was a taste of sweet revenge as they outgunned the 
only team to beat the Toreros in WCAC play this season, the Gonzaga Bulldogs. 
The Bulldogs came in hungry to perform an instant replay of their January vic­
tory over USD; however, spurred on by a hyped-up capacity home crowd, the 
Toreros spoiled their plans. 
After gaining possession of the ball (GU controlled the tip off), USD promptly 
jumped to a 7-3 lead on a Nils Madden layup and two Mark Manor field goals. 
This lead was extended to 12-6 before the Bulldogs settled down and rocked USD 
with 8 unanswered points, grabbing a 14-12 lead with 10:22 to play in the half. As 
is becoming a custom when they fall behind, USD turned on the magic and, by 
halftime, held a 31-20 lead. 
Anyone who has followed USD basketball this year may have noticed a trend. 
On top at half time, the Toreros start the second half on a sluggish note, and, after 
relinquishing the lead (or darn near it), they come back to win it. This game was 
no different. For nearly a seven-minute span in the second half, the Bulldogs held 
USD to two points while closing to within two, 43-41. True to form, the Toreros 
turned on the juice and trounced Gonzaga in the closing minutes to win the game 
(and clinch the division title) 61-48. Key to USD's 21st win were tough defense 
(holding the Bulldogs to .375 of their field goal attempts) and double digit scoring 
by Manor (14), Scott Thompson (14) and Danny Means (11). 
Saturday brought the Portland Pilots into town along with fears that USD 
might grow complacent after an emotional celebration Thursday night. To the 
Women's BrBall Downs USIU 
The USD women's basketball team only 
had one game last week, so the Toreras 
made the most of it, easily defeating USIU 
73-63. The victory evened USD's overall 
and West Coast Athletic Conference 
records, making the 12-12 overall and 5-5 
in the WCAC. 
The Toreras led 35-24 at the half and 
never really looked back. Julie Evans led 
USD with 18 points as four starters scored 
in double figures. Center Kelli Behrens 
had 13 points and a game-high 15 re­
bounds, Paula Mascari scored 12 points in 
her first start of the season, and Jane 
Gilpin also scored 12 points, plus grabbing 
eight rebounds and handing out five 
assists. 
USD played good defense throughout 
the contest, limiting the Gulls to 30.3 per­
cent (20 of 60) from the field and out-
rebounding USIU 54 to 37. The Toreras 
were hot again from the free-throw line, 
connecting on 21 of 22 attempts. 
The Toreras get back in action when 
they host Nevada-Reno in a WCAC con­
test. Reno is 9-16 overall and 4-6 in the 
conference. USD then takes on Northern 
Arizona on Monday, March 2. Both 
games begin at 7:30 p.m. at the USD 
Sports Center, and are the final two home 
contests for the Toreras this season. 
Netters Score Shutout 
As a team and individually, Torero 
men's tennis went undefeated last week, 
beating Air Force and USIU by perfect 9-0 
scores. 
According to Coach Ed Collins, the two 
matches were the team's first solid perfor­
mances this season. "After somewhat of a 
shaky start, the guys put it all together last 
week," said Collins. 
In the first few weeks, the Toreros had 
bested UCSD, UC Riverside, Northern 
Arizona and BYU, while losing to UCSB, 
UCLA and ASU. "UCLA is the best 
team in the nation," said Collins, "but we 
expected to beat the other two." 
Since the losses, things have gone much 
better for Collins' troops. They recorded a 
best-ever second place finish in the 
16-team San Diego Intercollegiate Tourna­
ment and last week they didn't lose a 
match. 
Again, Air Force sophomore Dave 
Stewart played #1 and avenged a personal 
loss to John Steimle, who beat him last 
year. This time Dave used his 
sophisticated all-court game to win 6-4, 
6-3. 
Other Torero winners who contributed 
to the 9-0 win were Chris Smith, J.R. Ed­
wards, Jim McNamee and Rob MacKay. 
In the USIU match, the Toreros needed 
a total team effort, and they got it. Facing 
a team of internationally experienced 
players (2 Swedes, 2 South Africans, an 
Italian, and Romanian) USD was 
prepared for a stiff test. 
"We really did the job," said senior Jim 
McNamee, who beat Richard Wihlborg at 
the #1 position. "Everyone played well 
when it counted and we won every 
match." 
At #2, Dave Stewart beat Michael Gut­
ter 6-4, 6-4; at #3, Scott Patridge beat 
Robert Soneru 6-4, 6-1; at #4, Chris Smith 
won a close contest Sennen Pamich 6-0, 
3-6, 6-3; at #5, Dan Mattera defeated Ola 
Larson 6-4, 3-6, 6-4; and at #6, J.R. Ed­
wards beat Craig Beck 6-2, 7-5. 
With a 6-3 team record, the Toreros 
take the road for away matches with San­
ta Clara, Cal Berkley and last year's 
NCAA Champ, Stanford. 
Pilots' dismay, no such event occurred as Portland was handed a loss without ever 
even seeing a lead the entire game. 
There were a few firsts in this game, however; it wasn't quite your usual USD 
win. Yes, Scott Thompson had his usual double-double (double digits in points, 
(12), and rebounds, (10), and yes, Nils Madden wasn't far behind (11 points, 6 re­
bounds). However, the Toreros established a dominant lead which they did not 
almost lose in the second half. Furthermore, senior Steve Krallman, believe it or 
not, missed two free throws in a row. 
And somebody, somehow, somewhere, lit a fire beneath Torero Mark Manor. 
Manor, in a performance which earned him WCAC Player of the Week, was 
unstoppable, hitting 10 of 16 field goals (including an amazing 8 of 11 three-
pointers, an unheard of 73 percent) for a game and career high 28 points as the 
Toreros shot down the Pilots 64-44. 
Whoever or whatever sparked Manor last Saturday and the Toreros for the past 
12 games, USD hopes all goes as well this Saturday as they take on Loyola Mary-
mount in the first round of the WCAC postseason tournament. The game is at 
7:30—come and cheer on the #1 Toreros!! 
Manor Named PSA-WCAC 
Player of the Week 
Senior forward Mark Manor of the 
University of San Diego has been 
named the PSA-WCAC Player of the 
Week, Commissioner Michael 
Gilleran announced. 
Manor, a 6'6" forward from 
Phoenix, Arizona, averaged 21 points 
and shot 62.5 percent from the field as 
the Toreros swept a pair of conference 
games from Gonzaga University and 
the University of Portland. Manor 
totaled 42 points, 7 rebounds, 8 
assists, 4 steals and 1 blocked shot. 
He made 15 of 24 field goal at­
tempts, including 11 of 16 three-
pointers (68.8 percent). On the 
season, Mark has converted 33 of 64 
three-point bombs for a 51.6 percent 
shooting accuracy. Mark had a career 
high 28 points against Portland as he 
made 8 of 11 from three-point land. 
Toreros Swim 
Through Season 
The Torera swim team lost its final 
dual meet of the season last Friday to 
UC San Diego 108-98. USD finished 
the season with a 4-7 dual meet 
record. 
Against UCSD, the Toreras 
managed to win six events. Shelley 
Otto won three individual events, 
while Laurie Birney won two. Otto 
took the 100 backstroke in 1:02:3, 
won the 50 backstroke in 28,9, and 
finished first in the 100 freestyle with 
a time of 54.4. 
Birney won the 50 butterfly in 28.1 
and the 100 fly in 1:02.5. Heather 
Hockett was the team's other in­
dividual winner, capturing the 50 
breaststroke with a time of 33.2. 
USD will be competing this 
weekend in the Pacific Coast Swim 
Conference Chapionships beginning 
Thursday in Santa Monica. Con­
gratulations on completing this tough 




Softball season begins on Friday for 
the USD Toreras as they play host to 
Loyola Marymount in a double 
header that begins at 2 p.m. 
USD finished the 1986 season with 
a 24-14 overall record in the schools 
first season of playing at the NCAA 
Division I level. The squad was 2-8 in 
West Coast Athletic Conference play. 
Under second-year coach Larry 
Caudilla, the Toreras will be relying 
heavily on two of their top three 
players from a year ago. The team's 
top hitter in 1986, Jeanne Weinsheim, 
is back at first base. The sophomore 
batted .452, with six homeruns and 41 
RBIs last season as a freshman. Also 
back is Debbie Way nick, the only 
senior on the squad. The catcher-
third baseman hit .327 in 1986 with 
29 RBI's while scoring 19 runs. 
Pitching is the big question mark for 
USD, as Ann Martin is the team's top 
returning thrower. She appeared in 
just nine games on the mound last 
season, finishing with a 1-1 record 
with one save. 
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Toreros Are Too Tough 
by Pat "Buzz" Connors 
Assistant  Spor ts  Edi tor  
Toreros are just too tough to beat. The 
Torero Baseball Team has jumped their 
record to an impressive 9-2 standing. 
Although no conference games have been 
played yet, USD has left no doubt in the 
minds of their opponents that they are 
hungry for wins. Just last week, the Cagers 
destroyed Clairemont, rallied against a 
tough Chapman team and soundly con­
trolled Cal State Los Angeles in a double 
header. 
Pitcher Lou Skertich has an outstanding 
record of 4-0, getting the win against 
Clairemont, and the first victory over Cal 
State LA. In the Clairemont game, Sker­
tich faced 21 batters, struck out 8, and 
gave up only 4 hits. He faced 24 batters in 
the Cal State LA, struck out 2, and allow­
ed 7 hits. 
Rob Sparks has a record of 3-0 as he was 
credited with the win over Chapman. 
During the full nine innings that he pitch­
ed, Sparks struck out two of the 34 batters 
he faced, and allowed 8 hits. Veteran Dan 
Newman, 2-2, gave a tremendous show in 
the second game of the double header as 
he faced 28 batters, striking out 6, and 
only giving up five hits. 
In the 17-1 tromp over Clairemont, Dave 
Rolls returned from his injury, and quick­
ly proved that he was back in full force as 
he led the Toreros with three runs, in­
cluding a homerun, and three RBI's. Juan 
Bonilla, bounced back from a sluggish 
week, as he had three runs with two suc­
cessful steals. Sophomore Andy Roberts 
had four RIB's. 
Mark Trafton controlled the bases as he 
scored three runs, in their 6-5 win over 
Chapman. As an illustration of this being 
the most controversial game of the season, 
power-hitter Dave Rolls and Coach John 
Cunningham were ejected in the bottom 
of the ninth inning. The action began at 
the beginning of the ninth inning when 
the Toreros were down 4-5. Chris Stout 
bunted and proceeded to second following 
Trafton's single. Rolls stepped up to the 
plate, with a 3-2 count and one out, lined 
it deep into centerfield. Stout rounded 
third and slid into home plate. The um­
pire called Stout out even though he was 
flagarantly safe. With the tension 
building, Rolls threw down his helmet and 
blurted out that the umpire was wrong in 
his judgement. The umpire proceeded to 
eject Rolls for throwing his helmet. This 
was too much for Coach Cunningham. 
After a short one-sided debate (of sorts), 
the umpire threw Cunningham out of the 
game. 
Parris Sorianello stepped in for Rolls. He 
and Trafton scored off of Robbie Rodgers' 
single proving that USD doesn't roll over 
and die when dealt a bad hand. 
Bonilla proved to be a major factor in 
the double header against Cal State LA. 
As the Toreros rolled to 9-2 and 7-3 vic­
tories, Bonilla finished the day with totals 







required for all 
potential candidates 
Monday, March 2 
U.C. Forum 4 
5:30 - 6:30 p.m. 
* If you are unable to attend, 
someone must be present on your behalf * 
To All Bud Light 
Blue Scream Members: 
Tailgate at Tecolote Park 
Sat., Feb. 28 — 4-6 pm 
I 
Support Torero Blue 
and wear your 
Blue Scream T-shirts 
BUD 
LIGHT 
Hummel Leads USD Lacrosse 
by Tom McMahon 
On Sunday, Feb. 22, sophomore An­
drew Hummel gave arch-rival LMU a 
taste of what USD Lacrosse is all about — 
high powered offense and tenacious 
defense. USD extended their record to 
2-1, as they strongly defeated Loyola 
Marymount 25-4. Hummel led the team in 
scoring with eight goals and two assists, 
bringing his three game total to 16 goals — 
tops on the West Coast. When asked, 
Hummel confessed "I owe it all to my 
mentor, Alex (Stamatakis)." Unfortunate­
ly for the team, Stamatakis has been 
sidelined with a serious shoulder injury. 
His injury, though, has opened the door 
for Magic Mike Pfeifer, who stepped in 
with five assists. His feeding-of-the-hungry 
Hummel combined with Scary Gary 
Haydock's stick control proved to be too 
USD Track Club 
Opens Season 
The USD Track Club competed in a 
triangular meet against Chapman College 
at the UCSD campus. Despite having on­
ly a small contingency (only one-third of 
the team) due to the flu and having only 
one week to prepare for the meet, both the 
men and women made strong showings. 
Some of the more notable performances 
of this meet included Brian Young win­
ning the 400 meters in 54.76 and then 
coming back with a third place showing in 
the 200 meters. In the shotput, Don 
Cullison's longest distance reached 41'4". 
This first place showing along with Ray 
Smith's fourth, made this event USD's 
biggest point scorer. Also in men's action, 
Peter Wood ran a gutsy race fighting 
strong winds to capture fourth in the 
5,000 meters with a time of 17:14. 
The men weren't the only ones grabbing 
the limelight as the women fared just as 
well. Terri Zanelli scored an impressive 
double by scoring second places in both 
the long and triple jumps while Kendra 
"Legs" Peters finished third in the 100 
meter hurdles. 
The new Track Club is still in need of 
athletes for a variety of events. If you are 
interested in joining the club, you may 
contact Coach Lester at 571-4767. The 
next meet is March 13 at San Diego City 
College. 
much for the LMU defense to handle. On 
defense, it was all Eric Nasland with 21 
saves in the goal. Last year's MVP is play­
ing true to form along with impressive 
defensive work from junior captain Dixon 
Rich. 
The lacrosse team would like to thank 
all those who came to the game last Sun­
day, and would like to remind everyone 
that the next home game is this Saturday 
when USD seeks revenge on city-rival 
UCSD. The game starts at 1:00 on the 
West Point Field, and will be followed 
with a post-game wrap up at Tecolote Park 
(free beverages provided). So don't miss 
the hard-hitting and fast action on 
Saturday! 
Women's Tennis 
Stretch Win Streak 
With a pair of impressive victories, the 
USD women's tennis team improved its 
record to 6-3 this season, including four 
straight wins. The Toreras defeated UC Ir­
vine Friday, then downed Cal Poly 
Pomona Saturday. USD lost to both these 
teams last season. 
USD beat UC Irvine 6-3, then blanked 
Cal Poly 9-0. Aby Brayton won at number 
one singles 6-4, 6-4 to get the Toreras roll­
ing against Cal Poly. Jennifer Larking took 
the number two singles 6-3, 6-1, Laura 
Gonazalez won at number three singles 
6-2, 6-1, and Christine Drage captured the 
fourth singles match 6-1, 6-3. At number 
five singles, Jill Greenwood won 7-6, 6-4, 
and Nicole LaChiusa took the final singles 
match 6-3, 6-2. 
In doubles, Brayton and Larking won at 
first doubles, Gonzalez and Kelley Jewell 
were victorious at second doubles, and 
Greenwood and Drage teamed up to win 
the number three doubles match 7-5, 4-6, 
6-3. 
USD's only three losses this season have 
all been to teams ranked among the top 20 
teams in the nation. The Toreras face two 
more ranked teams this week. On 
Wednesday, USD plays host to San Diego 
State at 2 p.m. SDSU is ranked eighth. 
Then USD hits the road to face California 
on Friday. They are rated number five in 
the country. The Toreras then face San 
Jose State on Saturday, then the Universi­
ty of Pacific on Sunday. 
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Co-Rec Softball: 
Ugly as in ugh-ly is the only way to 
describe much of what happened on 
the co-rec softball field last weekend. 
If you don't believe things could have 
been that bad, here are a few facts 
that may change your mind: 
Point No. 1: ASB, Delta Sigma 
Pi, and Sigma Pi all dropped out of 
the league without so much as playing 
one game. The IM department is 
grateful for the donations, but . . . 
Point No. 2: This Case is Better 
defeated Dixie Wrecked 23-1. This 
game was over when the schedule was 
printed. Even an attempt by Joe 
Mucklevicz and Co. to incapacitate 
some of the opposition the night 
before could not help. The score was 
8-0 at the end of an inning. At the 
end of two, it was 14-0. After three, 
the margin was 17. Well, you get the 
idea. 
Point No. 3: Sigma Chi 39, Zeta 
Flakes 0. This is no misprint. Only 
the time limit saved the score from be­
ing even worse. Only the infield fly 
rule made it possible for the Zetas to 
record an out. The official 
scorekeeper recorded 45 errors in this 
one. That is what happens when you 
put too many Vagrunts on your team. 
Point No. 4: Gloveless defeated 
the No. 4 ranked Rec-ing Crew 
12-10. In the upset of the day, Pat 
Carrier, John Sperrazzo, Linda Ritch-
hart, and Lyn Witmer led a much-
improved free agent team past the ob­
viously overrated Sports Center staff. 
Only the earlier performance by the 
Zeta Flakes saved the Rec-ing 
Crew from leading the league in er­
rors committed. 
Point No. 5: Ballbangers struggled 
to defeat O.T.M. 8-6. Maybe 
O.T.M. has improved as much as 
Charlie Goldberg says, or maybe the 
No. 1 ranked team isn't as tough as 
they were last year. One thing is cer­
tain, Wayne Zimmerman's left field 
impression of an original 1962 Met 
sure made this game closer than it had 
to be. 
It Wasn't 
There were some impressive perfor­
mances on the field last Saturday. For 
one, the PKT Mousekateers 
managed to score more runs than the 
Phi Kap Bushmen put together all 
last year. Johnny Kelly's squad over­
came an early deficit and defeated the 
Tutorials 10-9. This was a much-
improved effort by Leslie Russel's 
team as well, though they were unfor­
tunate to fall one run short. Unfor­
tunately, the only specifics we have 
on the game is a clear cut most 
valuable player in PKT's Emelie 
Tirre who lead the way with both 
glove and bat. Other than that, it ap­
pears that someone thought a 
scoresheet showing ten Phi Kap runs 
might someday be a collector's item. 
Most improved team of the week 
was without a doubt MD and the 
Matels. Martha Davis' team came 
back from an opening game defeat 
and annihilated the well regarded 
Minimum Contacts 10-0. Maybe it 
was the new water-loaded bat, but 
Pretty 
whatever it was, the results were im­
pressive. Audrey Nelson, Jim Kierk-
ing, and Rick Muir were the hitting 
stars for the victors. 
Elsewhere, Make it Home moved 
to within a game of a top five ranking 
with a thrilling 8-7 victory over the 
AKPsi Pleasure Machine. Rick 
Glass and Chris Macpherson had the 
key hits in a 6-run 4th inning, and Pat 
Connolly scored the winning run in 
the seventh on a ground ball off the 
bat of Andy Hynes. The Bar Side 
moved into a tie for first place in the 
law league with a 6-4 win over the 
Camotes. Theresa Pavlas, Benjamin 
Bunn, and Laura Jackson had the key 
hits for the victors, while the play of 
Erick Solares, David Saldivar, and Ed 
Sanchez helped keep the game close. 
The Rankings 
1. Ballbangers 
2. Do Me EEEdith 
3. This Case is Better 




Player of the Week: Emilie Tirre (PKT 
Mousekateers). 
Team of the Week: Gloveless. 
Game of the Week: PKT Mousekateers 
vs. Tutorials. 
CO-REC SOCCER 
Player of the Week: Kirash Dehpanah 
(Legion of Doom). 
Team of the Week: Juventus. 
Game of the Week: Straight Shots vs. 
Toe Cheese. 
CO-REC INNERTUBE WATERPOLO 
Player of the Week: Ann Caro (4 Guys 
&. 3 Girls). 
Team of the Week: Alcoholics in Ac­
tion. 
Game of the Week: Gerkoffski's vs. 
EEEdith's Wet Spot. 
Co-Rec Flag Football 
Pre-Season Rankings 
1. 69ers. 
2. Sigma Chi 4. Just 4 Fun 
3. Delta Sigma Pi 5. Forced Entry 
SQUARE PAN PIZZA WINNERS: 
Marc Thiebach and Francine Stehly of co-
rec Softball's Ballbangers were the winners 
in this week's Square Pan Pizza give-away. 
To see if you are a winner of a 6-slice pep-
peroni pizza, check the board in front of 
Serra Hall or in the Outdoor Adventures 
office on Monday after 12:00. If you see 
your picture, claim your pizza at the 
Sports Center no later than 12:00 noon 
Tuesday. 
IM Notices 
Basketball/Floor Hockey Officials 
Needed: Although the clinic dates have 
passed, the IM department is still hiring 
officials for the upcoming basketball and 
floor hockey season. If you're interested in 
earning a little extra spending $$$, contact 
Andy Berg at the Sports Center. 
Weather Update: A combination of 
nasty morning weather and questionable 
decision making by the IM staff resulted in 
Sunday's mens softball and co-rec flag 
football games being postponed. Team 
captains are advised that these games will 
be played at the end of the regular season. 
All other contests will (weather permit­
ting) be played as originally scheduled. . 
Sigma Pi Co-Rec Watch: Four teams 
originally entered have been reduced to 
two as both the soccer and softball teams 
forfeited their second games last weekend. 
The waterpolo squad kept up the tradition 
as they too "no-showed" for their opener. 
Let's hope the football team reverses the 
trend and makes an appearance on Sun­
day. 
Basketball/Floor Hockey League 
Openings? Entries were due yesterday, 
but schedules won't be finalized until 
12:00 Friday for the upcoming basketball 
and floor hockey seasons. Mens and 
womens teams who missed the meeting 
are encouraged to contact the Sports 
Center and see if there are still openings. 
You Snooze, You Lose! 
W.C.A.C. post-season 
tournament for NCAA 
tournament berth. 
1st round — top four 
league teams host at home 
on Saturday, February 
28th, 7:30 p.m. 
1 vs 8, 2 vs 7, 3 vs 6, 4 vs 
5. Four winners play at 
USF on Friday-Saturday, 
March 6-7. 
All first round tickets at 
USD are $5.00. Con­
ference sponsored tourney 
— no "freebies," I.E. facul­
ty, students, Torero Blue, 
season pass holders must 
purchase tickets. 
P r e - s a l e  t i c k e t s  a t  
bookstore or at Sport 
Center ticket booth after 
home games or at Sport 
Center office during the 
week — beginning Feb-
r u a r y  1 4 t h .  L i m i t e d  
tickets. 
Support the Toreros!!! 
T-Bag, Stehly Earn Some Dough 
NEW YORK PIZZA DEPARTMENT 
ARRESTINGLY DELICIOUS!® 
FREE DELIVERY 
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS 
296-0911 
6110 FRIARS RD. at LAS CUMBRES 
"Upen Every  Day Ti l l  Midnight" 
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Waterpolo Sizzles 
WOW — That was the general reac­
tion to the opening day of competi­
tion for the intramural Co-Rec Inner-
tube Waterpolo season. The after­
noon provided a little bit of 
everything — a blowout, a tight game, 
a couple of forfeits, and a night game. 
All in all, it was an entertaining day. 
The returning champions, 4 Guys 
& 3 Girls, had the distinguished 
honor of opening the '87 season and 
protecting their winning streak. They 
did so in very convincing fashion by 
absolutely and completely blowing 
out Angelo Lombardo's Drip Dry & 
the Shakers, 46-8. All of 
Lombardo's last minute recruiting 
couldn't begin to stop the onslaught 
that was forthcoming. 4 Guys & 3 
Girls "hung them out to dry" as the 
game was over before it even began. 
The only time the contest was even 
close was when they all entered the 
pool together. After that, the 
slaughter commenced. Ann Caro was 
unstoppable (and unguarded) as she 
garnered 28 points. She so frustrated 
Drip Dry that even 3 goalie changes 
didn't help. Tiffany Camarillo also 
had a nice game, tossing in 10 points 
of her own to help the winning team. 
The afternoon's second game be­
tween Scott Little's EEEdith's Wet 
Spot and Erik Peterson's Gerkoff-
skis turned out to be both entertain­
ing and close. It was non-stop laughs 
in the first half as everyone had trou­
ble staying in their tubes. But things 
began to settle down and the two 
teams battled to a 3-3 deadlock by 
halftime. Both goalies were really in 
their element as each stopped 
numerous and frequent shots. The se­
cond half brought on several strategy 
changes and they led to more scoring 
for both teams. Gina Trapletti found 
the mark and scored 12 points in the 
second period. She was continually 
working her way to open water and it 
proved costly for EEEdiths. Liz 
Gilley scored 6 points for EEEdiths, 
but it wasn't enough to offset Trap-
letti's effort. After the final bell rang, 
the Gerkoffski's emerged victorious 
with a 16-12 victory. 
The third game came after 2 forfeits 
and was played "under the lights." 
This pitted the No. 2 ranked 
Alcoholics in Action against 
Mens Rea. Mens Rea, a squad of 
law school students, was absent from 
the scene last year, but traditionally 
have had a contending team. 
However, A.I.A. was too tough for 
the team trying to make a comeback. 
Charlie Goldberg and Jeff Sheehan 
had 6 and 5 points respectively for 
A.I.A., and Laura Czekanski had 8, 
and that was too much for Mens 
Rea. Although the night was cool, 
tempers were red hot in this game, but 
the final outcome was never in doubt 
as A.I.A. won going away 20-7. Play 
continues tomorrow afternoon. 
Come by and check it out. 
RANKINGS 
1. 4 Guys and 3 Girls 
2. Alcoholics in Action 
3. Gerkoffski's 
4. The Killer Tsunami 
5. EEEdith's Wet Spot 
4 x 4  V o l l e y b a l l  C o n t e n d e r s  
Fleming, Roloff Ones To 
Beat In 1M Tennis 
The inaugural season of IM Singles Ten­
nis begins on Monday, March 9. Matches 
will take place on Monday and Tuesday 
evenings for five weeks, and will be follow­
ed by a single elimination playoff for the 
top players. Even though entries are not 
due until Wednesday, March 4 at 5:00 
p.m., we are not afraid to make some 
predictions on how the season will turn 
out. 
Frank Fleming is the player to beat on 
the men's side, but contention should run 
deep. Tim Storm defeated Sammy Reyes 
6-0 in the deciding match of last season's 
doubles finals and must also be con-
Co-Rec Soccer News 
In this week's Co-Rec soccer league, the 
Legion of Doom increased their record 
to 2-0 with an impressive 6-2 victory over 
the hapless Brain Damage. Having been 
been held scoreless last week, Kirash 
Depahna roared back into form as he net­
ted four goals for the number one team. 
Brian Kane did the opposition a favor in­
juring his own knee. 'A' for effort, Bri." 
Juventus, this week's number two 
team, displayed why they will be the team 
to beat in this semester's co-rec league. 
They destroyed Shoot it In with a 4-0 
score. Katie Hagen scored two, and John 
Conlin and Chris LaBonte each added a 
goal. Shoot it In could only manage one 
shot on the opposition's goal. This was 
not a close game. 
In other action, the Sweet Peas 
responded to their opening loss with a 
strong victory over the Independents. 
Dan Geiger and Jennifer Piper were 
players of the game as they continually 
caused problems for the Independents. 
They were each rewarded for their fine 
play with individual goals to secure a 3-0 
victory. 
In final action, the Straight Shots 
scored in the closing minutes to defeat 
Toe Cheese by a 1-0 score. Mark Kardes 
was the man of the moment as he banged 
home a beauty for the win. 
This Week's Top Five 
1. Legion of Doom 
2. Juventus 
3. Straight Shots 
4. Toe Cheese 
5. Brain Damage 
When Crush Poltz won last year's in­
tramural 4x4 Co-Rec volleyball champion­
ship, many teams just shook their heads 
and took notes hoping to find the magic 
for their teams this sprint semester. Well, 
the season is upcoming, but there's still 
time to do some recruiting, reorganizing, 
and practicing before it all "happens." 
Crush Poltz will be returning this spr­
ing in an attempt to extend their 
undefeated streak to 9. Last semester gave 
them a perfect 8-0 season and you can bet 
they'll be back just as strong and deter­
mined as ever. Without question, they will 
be the league's No. 1 team. Jeff Lake, Herb 
Carlson, and Mimi Mehrabi will make the 
going rough for all opposition. 
5 Apples, who always seem to manage 
a sterling playoff performance, should also 
be back to challenge the league's best. Bar­
ring any dramatic roster changes, 5 Ap­
ples should be right in the thick of things 
come playoff time. After losing to Crush 
Poltz in the first round of the double 
elimination tournament last fall, they suc­
cessfully made it through the losers 
bracket to earn the honor of playing 
Poltz for the title. Although losing in the 
best of 3 games, 5 Apples played solid 
ball, and they should be the No. 2 team in 
the league. 
Sigma Chi has traditionally had trou­
ble winning it all in this sport. They ran 
into trouble again last year when they had 
personnel problems and couldn't field a 
whole team. If they could get 4 people on 
the court every time, Sigma Chi could 
potentially snatch the title from 
underneath everyone. They'll be a team to 
watch. 
Finally, No, Undies could contend. 
After being a last-minute entry into the 
league last semester, they proved to be a 
formidable opponent. Though they didn't 
possess the finesse and power of Crush 
Poltz, they did have an excellent defense 
and kept coming at the opposition, no 
matter what the score or situation. If No 
Undies can get an entry in on time, they 
could advance themselves into the playoffs 
and take their chances. 
Competition begins soon so get your 
teams formed now. Friday afternoon at 
the Sports Center gym is the time and 
place. Both an A and B division will be of­
fered, and the cost is $15. Don't wait 
though, entries close Wednesday, March 4 
at 5:30 p.m. 
Support the Toreros in round one 
of the WCAC Tourney Sat. 7:30 p.m.! 
sidered. Brent Burns, Marc Thiebach, 
Peter Ahn, and George Kaelin also figure 
to make things interesting for the top two. 
On the distaff side, Holly Roloff is the 
pick to add the singles title to the co-rec 
doubles crown she won with Brent Burns 
last semester. Her chief competition 
should come from Susanne Thiebach who 
figures to be much tougher now that she 
no longer has a splint on her finger. Kim 
Bannon, Susanne Barone, Sharon 
Cavanaugh, and Mary Byrd round out 
the list of logical contenders, but there 
may just be a sleeper out there. We will 
know soon enough. 
photos by John Dasher 
Alcoholics in Action — In the opening week of play in the 
co-rec innertube waterpolo league, Alcoholics in Action was a 
very convincing 20-7 winner over Mens Rea. For those of you 
who don't remember, Mens Rea was the last team to ever beat 4 
Guys &. 3 Girls. Alcoholics in Action is more than just the No. 
2 ranked waterpolo team however. This is a group that also 
plays softball, soccer, and floor hockey, and always with the true 
IM spirit. All together, Alcoholics in Action is a very deserving 
IM Miller Lite Team of the Week. 
Budweiser Budweiser 
WCAC CHAMPIONS 
Kneeling (L-R): Paul Leonard, Eric Musselman, Danny Means. Stand (L-R): Craig Cot-
trell, Mike Haupt, Charlie Wickstrand, Nils Madden, Jim Pelton, Scott Thompson, 
Steve Krallman, Dondi Bell, Brian Anderson, Mark Manor, Marty Munn. 
GOOD LUCK 
WCAC CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT 
TMS BUD'S 
FOR YOU. 
Budweiser 
TOREROS 
